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1. Introduction
Every time a new graphics application comes out, whether it is in the film industry or
in the video games industry, it uses larger and better quality textures than before. Tex-
ture mapping is a crucial part of modern graphics applications. In both industries, the
creation of the UV-map involves a lot of manpower and labor-intensive hours to get the
desired quality which cannot be accomplished automatically. Disney’s Pixar has already
implemented a per-face texture mapping method that completely eliminates the need of
assigning UV’s and is getting widely used in the film industry. This method works for
oﬄine rendering applications which is not that useful for computer games. But what if we
could extend this per-face texture mapping method to accomplish real-time rendering? It
would free the game industry from the tedious work of the UV-maps creation.
In this work we will propose a real-time application working with per-face textures that
intends to achieve film quality for computer games based applications. Due to the fact that
the size and number of textures is growing quicker than the GPU memory, we designed sev-
eral out-of-core rendering strategies that permit to use textures outgrowing GPU memory.
Furthermore, we analyze these strategies as well as different performance improvements.
Although our goal is to accomplish cinematic quality rendering, the application renders
with a simple bilinear filter. This is no real concern since the implementation can be easily
adapted to attain high quality filtering. This part is explained throughout the thesis as
well.
In the following chapter, we give an overview on the related work and provide background
for the remainder of this thesis. In chapter 3 we describe our method for real-time ren-
dering with per-face textures which is divided in two parts: preprocessing and the actual
rendering. Next, in chapter 4 we find the out-of-core implementation which describes
the caching strategies and improvements on that matter. In chapter 5 we evaluate each
strategy and their performance with the different improvements.
7

2. Related Work
2.1 Texture Mapping
Texture mapping is a shading technique to combine geometry with images (see Figure
2.1). It is like wrapping up a candy in wrapping paper. The candy would be the geometry
and the wrapping paper the texture. In a more mathematical way, texture mapping is the
procedure of assigning texture coordinates (in the 2D case known as UV- coordinates) to
object coordinates.
Figure 2.1: Wrapping up a texture around an object
Texture mapping can be used for much more than just defining the pixel’s color. It can
be used for modulating the surface normal vectors to simulate bumpy surfaces (bump
mapping), or modulating the opacity of the surface to accomplish transparency mapping
and much more.
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In this section we will recap a simple way of mapping 2D images to planar surfaces seen
in [Hec89], to mark a basis knowledge on which we can build.
2.1.1 2D Texture Parameterization
[Hec89] defines first of all several coordinate systems to describe this procedure. These are
2D Texture Space, 3D Object Space and 2D Screen Space. Texture space is the 2D domain
of the texture, whilst the object space defines the 3D coordinate system where the object
geometry is defined. Finally, the screen space is the 2D subset of the 3D coordinate system
of the display.
Figure 2.2 illustrates how the transformations between this coordinates systems are called.
Their names imply directly what the processes do.. The transformation from texture space
coordinates to object space coordinates is called parameterization of the surface and the
mapping from object space to screen space is called projection , which is defined by camera
and model transformations.
Figure 2.2: Transformations between coordinate systems
The texture mapping algorithm shown on a polygon starts defining for each object space
vertex (x, y, z) a texture coordinate (u, v). To accomplish having a texture coordinate (u, v)
for each pixel, the algorithm converts the polygon into pixels by linearly interpolating x,
z, u and v along the left and right sides of the polygon and linearly interpolating z, u and
v across each scan line. Every pixel in the polygon, with its texture coordinate, is called
a UV-texture map, with which the pixels can be sampled on the texture to generate its
color.
This texture mapping algorithm causes a lot of aliasing effect and does not meet the
requirements of a modern rendering application, but it is enough to show how the basic
procedure of texture mapping works. Later on we will see filtering techniques (see Section
2.2) that reduce the graphic flaws caused by the enormous variety of texture mapping
methods that exist.
We might mention in this section how texture atlases [PCK04] work. The texture atlas is a
large texture packed with smaller sub-images, which are individual textures for some parts
of a 3d object. These sub-textures can be rendered by modifying the UV texture map
coordinates of the specific object by an offset, which describes where the sub-texture is
located on the atlas. It is basically the same principle as with the simple texture mapping
method, but enables packing the textures into one big texture, which is more space efficient.
2.2 Filtering Methods
As a direct consequence of 2D texture mapping, the quality of a generated image suffers
from several artifacts, aliasing effects etc. Depending on grazing viewing angles or extreme
10
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perspectives it can happen e.g. that few texels are mapped onto many pixels creating
magnification artifacts. It is also possible that many texels are mapped onto few pixels
creating minification artifacts (see Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Killeroo model without MIP-map interpolation showing minification artifacts
along the tail
This problem can be solved using texture filtering which is used to determine the tex-
ture’s color for a texture mapped pixel, using the colors of texels nearby. What this filters
mathematically do is to filter out the high frequencies of the texture fill. There are many
texturing algorithms that accomplish this and many ways to implement them. Depending
on their primary focus we can classify them by software implemented algorithms, by pro-
grammable shaders or by fixed-function hardware. The first one focuses on quality, while
programmable shaders focus to improve the filtering that is on the underlying hardware.
On the other hand fixed-function hardware algorithms aim to reduce the amount of logic
gates needed to implement it.
In the next subsections we will see in more detail the methods used in this thesis and some
that could be used as an improvement.
2.2.1 Mip-Mapping
Williams [Wil83] defined MIP-maps as a pyramidal chain of increasingly reduced resolution
images. This prefiltering method stores recursively textures with 1/4 size, starting with
level 0 which has the full resolution texture. When switching to a higher level with lower
resolution, each ”higher” texel is the average/filtering of 2×2 texels in the lower level (box-
filtering). This is called a resolution pyramid (see Figure 2.4) and its memory requirements
are just 1/3 higher. It is also a very efficient way of filtering as Horman et al. describes in
[HG00].
11
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Figure 2.4: Resolution pyramid for a given texture
As for how the correct MIP-map level gets selected, one of the approaches used in [Ewi98]
describes how the size and shape of the filter must adapt to determine the mapping of
each pixel. Therefore they find the four pixel corners of the current pixel and using the
partial derivatives in each dimension they compute the level of detail (inverse mapping,
see Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: From pixel space to texture space
Regarding the calculation of the level of detail (LOD), modern hardware and shaders
have a way to compute it automatically and transparently for the programmer. The pixel
shader always processes pixels in 2× 2 blocks which is very convenient, because it allows
the derivatives to be computed automatically. In this thesis we will profit from this and
use the HLSL functions ddx() and ddy() to calculate the derivatives and eventually the
LOD. This is not the only way of calculating the LOD. Ewins et al. (see [EWWL98]) have
performed an investigation on practical methods for per-pixel and per-fragment level of
detail calculation.
The LOD tells us how much each level contributes to the final color of the pixel. This is
calculated interpolating bilinearly on both levels at the given location and interpolating
linearly between them with the fractional contribution of the level of detail as shown in
Figure 2.6.
12
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Figure 2.6: Bilinear interpolation on both levels and linear interpolation between them
2.2.2 Anisotropic Filtering
Anisotropic filtering is a method of enhancing the image quality of textures on surfaces.
The filtering is specially noticeable at oblique viewing angles with respect to the camera
where the projection of the texture is non-orthogonal, thus the name ”not” isotropic.
Although we do not implement anisotropic filtering in this thesis, we present it here,
because it could be a good improvement to the bilinear filtering we actually use.
Figure 2.7: Left: Trilinear filtering of a texture. Right: Anisotropic filtering of a texture
This filtering method works on eliminating aliasing effect, but unlike other standard tech-
niques (like bilinear filtering) it does not filter the same in every direction, reducing blur
and preserving detail at extreme camera angles.
To allow an effective computation of anisotropic filtering it is common to use Summed Area
Tables (SAT) [Cro84] in combination with RIP-maps [Lar98]. However, this is not the
only existing technique with which one can implement anisotropic filtering. For example
Goldberg et al. (see [GZD08]) have recently presented a technique for fast, high quality
rendering of noise textures with anisotropic filtering. There are many ways of implementing
anisotropic filtering, but we will show just the SAT and RIP-maps method as possible
improvement to this thesis.
13
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RIP-maps
RIP-maps are a extension of the previously seen isotropic MIP-maps. In addition to down
sampling an image isotropically dividing each axis per two, RIP-maps also samples the
image irregularly like it is shown in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: RIP-map down sampling of a texture
At oblique viewing angles the texture-mapped image frequency is different for each texture
axis and therefore one axis need not blur due to the screen frequency of another axis and
aliasing is still avoided sampling the correct RIP-map.
Summed Area Tables (SAT)
SAT is a arbitrary rectangular texture filter that works great in combination with RIP-
maps, since the filter can be aligned with the axis. It is an algorithm that generates the
sum of values in a rectangular subset of a grid. Figure 2.9 shows an example of how SAT
would estimate the area of an anisotropic pixel footprint.
Figure 2.9: Aproximation of a pixel footprint on a texture
The degree of anisotropy that is applied in the filter depends directly on the width of the
filter used. The higher the ratio of anisotropy supported, the more the filter will sharpen
the image at more oblique camera angles. For example, a filter width of 4:1 will display
frequencies double that of the 2:1 filter, making the texture filtering twice as sharp.
Regarding this thesis, if we would want to implement anisotropic filtering, we would have to
change the MIP-map generation (Section 3.2.1.2) implementing RIP-maps and the border
14
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filling part (Section 3.2.3). We would have to save a larger border in the edges of each
texture depending on the desired level of anisotropy.
2.3 Ptex ( Per-Face Texturing )
Ptex (see [BL08]) maps textures using the intrinsic per-face parameterization of a sub-
division mesh. This software implemented algorithm was developed by Disney’s Pixar
to achieve production quality rendering without having to manually assign UV’s before
painting.
Figure 2.10: Image of a killeroo. Each face shows the distribution of texture coordinates
per patch. Red is the variation of the x coordinate. Green is the variation in
the y coordinate.
The Ptex file stores a texture of any resolution, per-face of the mesh. Each face is given
an id, as for the edges of the patch. The orientation is given by the vertex ordering. It
also stores adjacency data per patch in its edges so that for any edge of the current patch
we have its patch-edgeid -neighbor and faceid -neighbor (see 2.11). The file also contains a
MIP-map chain for each texture. It is important to keep in mind how the Ptex file looks
like as we will load the per-face data from it in this thesis.
As for the filtering Ptex uses a separable bicubic filter kernel:
k(x) =
1
6

(3 + 6S) |x|3 + (−6− 9S) |x|2 + (4 + 2S), if |x| < 1
(−1− 2S) |x|3 + (6 + 9S) |x|2 +
(−12− 12S) |x|+ (8 + 4S), if 1 ≤ |x| < 2
0, otherwise
(2.1)
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Figure 2.11: a) Mesh showing the intrinsic edge-and faceid’s, b) Texture UV orientation
and curvature
The parameter S is used for sharpness control, so that the user can manipulate the filter
serving his purpose. E.g. to achieve the cubic B-spline, S should be set to 0 or for color
maps they recommend the value 1.
There are several cases in which Ptex handles the filtering in a different way. Since the
kernel requires 4 and 8 samples in each direction, the simplest case is if it does not extend
over an edge. Then it acts as a magnifying filter, equivalent to the cubic spline interpo-
lation. If it extends over an edge (see Figure 2.12 a), the method splits the kernel and
convolves it piecewise with each overlapped face. If the filter convolves into a corner the
filtering works well for as many as four splits. In the case of extraordinary vertices (having
a valence greater than four), this method is not applicable, but as the paper describes, this
case produces negligible artifacts in rare occasions which are not noticeable and therefore
ignored (see Figure 2.12 d).
Figure 2.12: A 6x6 filter kernel overlapping a corner of a face (blue). a) Split kernel con-
volves piecewise with each overlapped face. b) Over the mesh’s boundary,
weights are applied to the adjacent edge texels. c) Adjacent face has insuffi-
cient resolution, kernel weight applied to the nearest texel. d) Extraordinary
vertex, ignored.
It can happen that a face has insufficient texture resolution to apply the filter. In this
resolution mismatch case the method applies each kernel weight to the nearest available
16
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texel. This solution is more than enough, as this event only appears under magnification
and occurs rarely since the artists always create textures with more than enough resolution.
We will not use Ptex’s filtering strategy since it is intended for oﬄine rendering appli-
cations. All the filtering happens in the shader and takes too long because the shader
program has to find the correct faces with which to interpolate the border colors.
2.4 Out-of-Core Texturing Methods
The amount of texture data used in modern graphics applications continues to grow
quickly, especially in the areas of the video games and the film industry. It grows so
fast that graphics hardware cannot keep the pace, and strategies to manage the GPU
memory are very much needed. To cite Darwyn Peachey: ”Texture data should be read
from disk files only on demand” (see [Pea90]). This means, that based on visibility tests
made to the object to be displayed we extract the textures that are needed for the current
point of view, uploading them to the GPU-memory. Only textures that contribute to the
coloring of a screen image should be in the GPU memory.
In this section we will discuss two out-of-core rendering techniques, starting with virtual
textures, a mapping method that converts a texture into a cache, and ending with Gi-
gavoxels, a ray-guided streaming for voxel rendering. These methods have a direct impact
on this thesis second part, where we wish to simulate a texture pool much bigger than the
GPU memory and a way to handle this problem.
2.4.1 Virtual Textures
Defined in [Mit08], a virtual texture is a MIP-mapped (see Section 2.2.1) texture used as
memory cache. This way, very high resolution textures can be used for real-time rendering
while only a part of them reside in the GPU memory. We use the same basic principles in
our out-of-core texturing method, where we have textures packed into Texture 2D Arrays.
This resource is used as a cache in the same manner as a virtual texture.
There is a ground rule when looking at memory: the bigger the memory capacity, the
slower the bandwidth transfer of this hardware. That is why caching is needed to provide
fast access to large data sets that reside in slower memory. In this case the virtual texture
resides in the fast GPU texture memory, while the large data sets reside in the main
memory. The missing texture parts are requested asynchronously from this slower memory
using real-time texture streaming and decompression (see [vW06]).
Mittring et al. (see [Mit08]) show that the first step is creating the virtual texture from a
large source image. This is done in a preprocessing stage, where the source image is divided
into manageable tiles. Those tiles, which are required to render the 3D view, are saved
into the GPU memory with the offset information to reconstruct the original image from
those tiles. They call this information ”indirection info” and is saved in texture format.
This usage scenario is shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Usage scenario of the virtual texture method
To manage the texture cache they use a quadtree so that all operations are implemented
in constant time. The state of the tree represents the currently used texture tiles while the
leaves hold lower resolution texture tiles as fall-back. In addition to the quadtree, a cache
strategy called ”Least Recently Used” is implemented. It is used for loading the missing
textures into their virtual texture ”cache”.
For handling the virtual texture it is very important to identify those textures which
have to be in the GPU memory, ergo those that contribute to the final screen image.
To accomplish this they determine the visible tiles for each frame, identifying those that
are not yet loaded onto the GPU. After that, a page handler processes the requests and
manages the texture cache, uploading the missing tiles to the GPU and updating the
indirection texture. In this thesis we use this process to implement the out-of-core part.
2.4.2 Gigavoxels
Crassin et al. (see [CNLE09]) propose a new approach to efficiently render large volumetric
data sets in real-time. They focus on out-of-core voxel rendering in conditions where the
memory of the GPU is much smaller than the data.
Starting from the insight that at a given point of view not the entire volume has to be in
the memory, they organize the data in a spatial subdivision structure where empty parts
can be let unsubdivided and distant parts can be replaced by lower MIP-map levels. This
structure is chosen to be an octree. Each octree node contains a pointer to a brick or is
indicated as constant empty space. A brick is a small voxel grid of predefined size that
approximates the part of the original volume that corresponds to the octree’s node. All
bricks are grouped in a large 3D texture representing a brick pool and only those bricks
18
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visible from a certain viewpoint will be loaded to the GPU memory (see Figure 2.14).
When the viewpoint moves, nodes in the tree are fused based on the needed resolution and
visibility. Each brick in the pool has a certain aging factor that is reset back to zero on
usage. This way when a brick is missing, an update is triggered transferring new brick to
GPU using the memory location of older unused bricks in an LRU (Least Recently Used)
fashion.
Figure 2.14: The N3-tree + brick structure ilustrated as a 22 quadtree
To render the data, they march the structure along the view rays Crassin et al. imple-
mented as a ray-casting method. Each ray traverses the N3-tree accumulating color and
opacity along the way till reaching a leaf-node. Whenever the ray detects that a brick is
missing it stops the ray-tracing and communicates the CPU, which initiates the loading
of the missing brick. At this point, instead of waiting that the transaction is finished, the
GPU proceeds the ray-marching with a coarser MIP-map level of the brick finding the
correct one in the next frame.
Basically, the GPU collects all necessary data via ray-marching. This data includes visi-
bility and usage. It indicates then to the GPU what the mirrored octree structure should
look like so that the GPU can draw a full quality rendered image.
Although we do not use a cache in the form of an octree structure in our thesis, we use
the GPU as information requester and the CPU as memory manager, adapting the idea
presented in [CNLE09] to accomplish out-of-core rendering.
2.5 The D3D11 Graphics Pipeline
In this section we provide an overview of the D3D11 graphics pipeline as we intensively
use this API in our implementation. In [ZPH11] the graphics pipeline is described as the
process of converting 3D object descriptions into an image format that is suitable for the
output window of an application. In this chapter we will describe the stages that this
model information goes through. Data passed into each stage is processed before being
passed on to the next stage. Some stages are programmable by the developer to customize
the process and some are not which are referred as fixed-function stages. Figure 2.15
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shows a block diagram of the pipeline where we can distinguish the fixed-function stages
from the programmable stages. The understanding of the rendering pipeline is crucial for
understanding this thesis, as we intensively use many stages and concepts of it.
Figure 2.15: The round boxes are programmable by the developer
Before describing the details of each individual stage, we will explain what a programmable
pipeline stage is, and complete this section with a closer look to the tessellation pipeline
which is integrated in the rendering graphics pipeline.
2.5.1 Programmable Pipeline Stages
The programmable pipeline stages execute programs written in High Level Shading Lan-
guage (HLSL) which the developer can program to define its functionality. These programs
are called shader programs and Figure 2.16 provides a visual representation of how a com-
mon shader core works.
The input data is processed by the shader program and then flows out as an output at
the bottom of the stage. As we see, the shader program has access to constant buffers,
samplers and shader resource views that are bound to that stage by the application. The
input, as well as the output structures, are specified by the developer which provide a
flexible way to pass information from stage to stage. Although there are some rules on
some stages which require specific information which has to be included in the structures.
20
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Figure 2.16: A common shader core
2.5.2 Pipeline Stages in Detail
In this subsection we will describe the common rendering pipeline stages in order of execu-
tion shown in Figure 2.15. Not all programmable stages require to be active in the pipeline
as these previously described shader programs are so flexible that they can perform the
required work as a combination of different stages. We will skip the tessellation pipeline
for now, since it has a section of its own later.
2.5.2.1 Input Assembler
Being the first stage in the pipeline, the input assembler is a fixed-function stage responsible
for putting all the vertices together for further processing in the pipeline. It does so, by
assembling the vertices from one or more vertex buffer resources and creating the required
vertex layout that will be the input to the next stage, the vertex shader (see Section
2.5.2.2). In addition the assembler stage also determines how the vertices are linked to
one another with the help of index buffer, determining the topology of the primitives and
their control points.
Figure 2.17: Four control point patch strip
Assume the developer creates an index -and vertex buffer and declares the primitive topol-
ogy to be used as a 4 control point patch list. The input assembler then puts it all together
as shown in Figure 2.17 creating the new vertices as control points for future stages.
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2.5.2.2 Vertex Shader
This is the first programmable stage in the pipeline. The shader program is invoked once
per vertex of the vertex stream produced by the input assembler and receives the vertex as
argument to the function. Its aim is to process each vertex, as there is no communication
between the shader invocations, since they are executed in parallel. Vertex shaders are
normally used for geometric manipulation on the input data before it is rasterized later
on in the pipeline.
Depending on which of the future stages of the pipeline are active, the vertex shader’s
output varies. If there is no stage active between the vertex shader and the rasterizer
(see Section 2.5.2.4), then it must produce the final clip space position of each of the
process vertices. If the vertex shader is directly connected to the geometry shader (see the
following subsection on the geometry shader 2.5.2.3, or the section about the tessellation
stage 2.5.3)), then it is optional for it to output the clip space position.
One other way to use the vertex shader stage is to process the control points of a higher-
order primitive which contains more information than the standard vertex. In this case, the
processed control points would be passed down the pipeline to the tessellation pipeline to
be evaluated and used to generate vertices that will actually define the geometric surface.
2.5.2.3 Geometry Shader
The geometry shader is the last programmable unit than can manipulate the passed
through geometry before the rasterizer (see Section 2.5.2.4). It allows to add or remove
primitives (triangles, lines or points) from the stream and also produce new primitive types
other than the ones than passed to him. Regarding the input, the geometry shader re-
ceives an array of vertices, representing a primitive, and the adjacency information linked
to it. Depending on whether the tessellation stages are active or not, the geometry shader
receives the input from the vertex shader or the domain shader (see Section 2.5.3.3). Be-
cause this unit is right before the rasterizer, it has to produce vertices with the SV Position
semantic, containing its post-projection clip space.
2.5.2.4 Rasterizer
The processed geometric pipeline data meets an important stage, the rasterizer. It converts
the geometric data into a sampled representation mapping individual primitives to an
appropiate storage for a texture resource. Figure 2.18 shows the rasterisation process. Its
result is to generate a number of fragments that approximate the original primitive.
Figure 2.18: Two triangles being rasterized
In addition, the rasterizer also performs a series of other operations for generating the
individual pixel data. One of these operations is the primitive culling, which eliminates
those primitives that will not contribute to the final image. Related to this, the clipping
of primitives operation, ”clips” primitives to the portion that affect the rendered output.
Ending with the scissor test, that allows the application to specify a rectangle where the
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process is allowed to be done. Any fragments that fall off this rectangle are discarded. In
other words and summing up the process, the rasterizer produces interpolated attribute
data, based on the sampling location of a fragment within the primitive being rasterized,
which usually is the center of the pixel. This data is only from fragments that contribute
to the rendered output. Once this conversion from primitive in to a set of fragments is
done, they are past to the first pixel-based pipeline stage, the pixel shader (see 2.5.2.5).
2.5.2.5 Pixel Shader
The pixel shader is the final programmable stage in the rendering pipeline. It processes
each fragment passed by the rasterizer, by invoking its shader program. Each invocation
runs in isolation, which means that there is no communication between processed frag-
ments. The shader’s task is to determine how this fragments should appear on the screen.
It is most commonly used to calculate lightning effects and texturing.
Before we get deeper into it, there is one new DirectX 11 feature, the unordered access
view (UAV), which can be used in the pixel shader as a new resource type. It is used to
perform read and write operations to the resource attached to the view. This detaches this
version of the pixel shader from the older one, which could only be used for writing color
and depth data to a pixels location. For example this new pixel shader could be used to
request textures if it detects that they are missing.
2.5.2.6 Output Merger
The last stage in the DirectX 11 pipeline is the fixed function output merger stage. It
receives the output fragment data from the pixel shader and merges it into the render tar-
gets bound to it for output on the screen. Additionally, the output merges also performs
a series of visibility and per-fragment tests, which can discard them. The visibility deter-
mination is implemented with the depth/stencil test which discard fragments depending
on which areas of the render target are written to (stencil) and of its depth (Z-Buffer
algorithm). After passing these tests, a fragment is send to the blending function which
makes it possible to combine two selectable values before writing them to output render
target. This functionality can be used for the traditional alpha-blending to implement
partially transparent materials.
Surviving fragments are written to the frame buffer showing the final image on the screen.
2.5.3 Tessellation Pipeline
As for a definition, tessellation, in computer graphics, is the process of using smaller
pieces of geometry to create a higher-order complete surface without seams or overlaps.
To accomplish this, DirectX 11 introduces three new stages into the standard graphics
pipeline. The stages, in order of appearance in the pipeline, are the hull shader stage (Sec-
tion 2.5.3.1), the tessellator stage (Section 2.5.3.2), and the domain shader stage (Section
2.5.3.3).
2.5.3.1 Hull Shader
This programmable unit consists of two developer-authored functions: the shader itself
and a patch constant function. It instructs the tesselator how finely to split up the input
geometry and provides the processed control point to the domain shader stage. Its input
data is a set of processed vertices or control points produced by the vertex shader, which
is combined with the input assembler’s primitive connection information to form control
patch primitives (see Figure 2.19).
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The hull shader function is invoked and implements calculations on each control point and
calls the patch constant function, which computes any values that are shared by all control
points on each patch. The control points form a patch, that is given an id in the order in
which the patches are treated.
Figure 2.19: Inputs and Outputs of a Hull Shader
In contrast, the patch constant function only gets invoked once per patch and its output is
required to be an array of tessellation factors and inside tessellation factors values, which
depend on primitive topology defined in the input assembler stage (line, triangle or quad).
These values specify how the current primitive or patch will be tessellated. If we would
not want to tessellate the current primitive and configure the hull shader as ”pass through”
we can set all these array values to 1. If we would set all the values to 0, the shader would
discard completely the entire patch. The hull shader also outputs the control points.
2.5.3.2 Tessellator
The tessellator computes and outputs a set of parametric coordinates in the primitive’s
domain corresponding to the primitive topology declared before and feeds them into a
separate domain shader invocation. To form correct triangles that can later be rasterized,
the tessellator handles the necessary winding and relations between domain samples.
This stage is a fixed-function and is not programmable. Its input are the two arrays output
by the hull shader. An important point to note is that the control points output by the
hull shader are not used by this stage. The control points appear again in the domain
shader so that the developer can implement the surface evaluation algorithm.
2.5.3.3 Domain Shader
Here again we have a programmable unit that can see all control points and per-patch
constants output before by the hull shader. It is invoked once for each tessellator out-
put coordinate (see Figure 2.20). With this information the developer can create new
renderable vertices inside the primitives domain to create the tessellated surface.
Figure 2.20: Inputs and Outputs of a Domain Shader
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3.1 Introduction
Per-face texture mapping has key advantages against other texture mapping methods when
working in areas like the film industry, where oﬄine rendering is used to achieve a high
production quality. It does not need an explicit parametrization of the objects surface
which removes the added cost and complexity of manually assigning UV coordinates to it.
Our goal is to gain this particular advantage for real-time rendering and to expand this
advantage to other work areas.
At the end of 2011 Brent Burley et al. [MB11] made an attempt to accomplish real-time
rendering with their specific per-face mapping data format. Using some ideas of their work
this chapter shows how our method achieves real-time performance using per-face texture
mapping.
Figure 3.1: Process of the real-time per-face texture mapping
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As we could see in the related work section, Ptex has to filter across face borders. In real-
time it is not feasible, so we need to do a preprocessing (see Figure 3.1) before rendering.
As input data we have an object and its geometry, given as a quad mesh. Additionally we
are given the texture map for the object, which is given in a Ptex like format. Every face
has its texture assigned, with adjacency data and texture data such as resolution, format
etc. With this information we enter the preprocessing stage. The advantage of having the
preprocessing stage is explained in the next section 3.2.
In this stage we assemble the data and order the faces, assigning them into different
containers depending on their resolution. These containers are called buckets. After that
we manually generate a fixed number of MIP-maps for each face-texture, adding an empty
border to them. We fill these borders afterwards with the adjacent texture information so
that the pixel shader does not have to search for the adjacent values at the edges of a face.
When packing the textures in suitable Texture 2D Arrays, we also keep buffers updated
which contain location information, indicating where each of the face textures lie so that
the shaders can find the textures.
Once this preprocessing is done we draw the object in subsets (see Section 3.3), each subset
being a bucket we obtained at the beginning. The tessellation pipeline shaders basically
pass through information adding the faceid of the patches to the data flow. This faceid
is consistent with the location information we have stored before. In that way, the pixel
shader can now find the correct texture for each patch. Since each face texture has a
precomputed border, the pixel shader just has to sample the texture with the current
texture coordinates. These are computed automatically by the domain shader.
3.2 Preprocessing
We explain the reason why we have a preprocessing stage. There is a problem that comes
with using a per-face texture mapping method. Namely, each face of the subdivided
mesh has a unique texture, which can have a different resolution than the textures in the
neighboring faces. Without the preprocessing the pixel shader would have to search for
the neighboring faces texture at each boarder and even search for more textures at the
corners of the patch. This results in a lot of computation for the GPU which would slow
down the drawing process to not acceptable real-time rendering level.
Because of this issue we precompute the borders of a texture, copying the edge texel
data from neighboring faces into the boundaries of the current texture (see Section 3.2.3).
Applying some offsets to the sampling in the pixel shader, it can then, without much
computation, filter the correct color at edges and corners.
Now we proceed describing each step of the preprocessing:
3.2.1 Loading and Storing the Per-Face Texture and Metadata
With the help of any 3D sculpting and painting tool like Mudbox, which can create per-
face texture maps, we create the geometry and the texture maps output into a ”.ptx” file.
For practical issues we use Ptex (see [BL08]) file format. The first thing we do is to load
all the data we need from the ptx file into our system. We maintain a vector of faces in the
memory and a large memory buffer containing all the texture data in correlative position.
Let us point out that we store each texture with an additional empty border (see Figure
3.2), which will be filled later in section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.2: a) Texture with empty border. b) Faces with adjacency data
Each face then contains an offset to the location of its texture, its adjacency information,
and information relative to its MIP-maps. We will explain this in detail in Section 3.2.1.2.
While we load this data we separately order the faces into containers discerning by the
width and height relation of the texture. The reason and more details can be reviewed in
Section 3.2.1.1.
As the final step of the loading, we generate the MIP-map chain of each texture and store
it as a face, as we did before with the original face. Even though we store the MIP-maps
as faces in our vector, we mark them explicitly as MIP-map face to distinguish them later
when packing the constant per patch data (see Section 3.2.6).
3.2.1.1 The Use of Buckets
As mentioned in the previous section, we classify the faces by their aspect ratio. The
reason for doing this lies in packing the texture data for the rendering process. The word
”packing” already suggests that we want the textures to be compact and tight together.
In this thesis we use a DirectX structure called Texture 2D Array for packing the data
(see Section 3.2.5). Each Texture 2D Array must be packed with textures of the same
resolution, therefore the needed classification.
The Texture 2D Array is an already built up structure that has shown good performance,
but we could use another storage technique which would also need this compactness of the
data. For instance we could arrange the textures in a giant texture atlas, where we would
find the textures of different aspect ratios compacted in different areas of the atlas, as we
described in Section 2.4.1 about virtual textures.
To make the classification we use an STL map (see [cpl]). The key value is the aspect
ratio of the current texture, while the mapped value is a vector containing structures that
indicate the location of the current face, its resolution (width ∗ height), which MIP-map
level it is and whether the layout has to be inverted. The latter comes with a further
explanation and a little example.
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Figure 3.3: Texture flipping when height > width
We have a restriction on the texture’s resolution, regardless the dimension, it is always a
power of 2. This restriction is a standard of Ptex so imported files are compatible with our
implementation. This is very convenient, since it will produce power of 2 integer aspect
ratios like 2:1, 4:1, 8:1 etc. There is a special case that we want to distinguish to keep the
number of buckets minimized.
Namely, the inverse aspect ratios occupy the same space as their counterparts, so we can
put them together in the same bucket (see Figure 3.3). We just set the restriction on the
buckets, that the width always has to be greater or equal than the height and mark those
faces where it is not. Later on (see Section 3.2.4) we will flip those textures converting the
width into height and the height into width. And because these faces will be marked in
the pixel shader too, they will be drawn with inverse coordinates to paint them without
the original inversion.
Another thing worth mentioning is that the mapped vector is ordered in a descending
order by the texture’s resolution. As shown in Figure 3.4, we highlight how all MIP-maps
of a face are together in the same bucket.
Figure 3.4: Descending order in term of resolution of a bucket
So we have a subset of faces where we know that all the faces have the same aspect ratio
and that all the MIP-maps of these faces are contained in this subset. If we order the
geometry by this bucket classification, we can draw individual subsets which will have all
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the information they need to get drawn on the screen. This step is explained further in
Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1.2 Mip-Map Generation
Why do we not let the hardware generate the MIP-maps automatically? The answer to
this question is that the textures have a border now. This border cannot be MIP-mapped
together with the main texture, because it has a fixed size which is not reduced when going
down the MIP-map chain. If we would interpolate the boundary together with the inside
of the texture we would have wrong values at the borders, due to the fact that these values
would not be a part of the neighbor’s face, but the interpolated color of the texture’s own
face.
So we manually generate the MIP-maps for the texture like it is done in Section 2.2.1
adding to the computed MIP-maps a border. The size of the border depends on the type
of filtering we are going to use in the shader. We use a border of size 1 because we do a
simple bilinear filtering in the shader, but if we would want to do e.g. anisotropic filtering
we would have to store an additional border of size 8 and compute RIP-maps instead.
It is important to mention that we generate a maximum of 5 MIP-maps per-face out of
convenience issues. A future improvement for this implementation is having no imposed
limit on the MIP-maps.
Additionally, we do the same as we did with the original face. We store a structure with
resolution, MIP-map etc. in the aspect ratio bucket map, and separately store the face
information marked as a MIP-map in the faces vector (see Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5: MIP-map texture storage in the TexelDataArray
3.2.2 Setting Up Index and Vertex Buffers
In the previous section we have managed to load and order the per-face texture data, so
now we load the geometry data and create the index and vertex buffers according to the
organization of the bucket map. At this stage we have at key 0 all faces plus MIP-map
faces with an aspect ratio of one, at key 1 those faces with an aspect ratio 2:1, at key 2
those faces with an aspect ratio 4:1 and so on. We just take into consideration the lowest
level MIP-map faces, ergo the original faces, because the rest would contain redundant
information for this stage.
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Note that the order of appearance of the faces in the face vector is the same order as in
the geometry data. We stored the location of each face in the bucket map. So we travel
through the map, adding the vertices and indexing of the face in order of appearance of
the bucket, creating for each aspect ratio bucket a geometry subset. Figure 3.6 shows what
just one drawn subset would look like.
Figure 3.6: Drawn geometry subset 1 with its textures from bucket 2:1
We could compute this part at any time of the preprocessing after the loading of the
texture data, so we do it now.
3.2.3 Border Filling
In this section we explain briefly how we managed to fill the empty borders of each texture
for which we reserved space in Section 3.2.1. Summing up the process, we want to copy
the adjacent border of a neighboring face into the actual face.
The algorithm we propose for this work is divided into two parts:
• The first part computes the borders of a face without the corners.
• The second part just computes the corners.
The reason for this division is that the corners may depend on more than one adjacent
face, so we treat it as a special case. Obviously this algorithm is executed for each face,
indistinctly whether it is a MIP-map face or original face. Before we enter the details, we
programmed this algorithm using a 1 texel sized border since we use bilinear sampling in
the shader. Using a more qualitative filter, the border size would grow depending on the
filter’s choice, but that would make our algorithm just a little more complicated.
Computing the borders
To compute the boundaries of the face we have the following information: which faces
are neighboring the four sides of the actual face, which edge is adjacent to which in the
adjacent face, and the location of each face’s texture data. This information is enough to
locate any face and any texel of the texture’s face. Now we can distinguish three cases
that can happen as shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: a) 1 to 1 border copy. b) 2 to 1 border copy. c) 1 to 2 border copy
• The easiest case is when the resolution of the actual edge is equal to the resolution
of the colliding edge. Then we just have to make a one to one copy.
• The second case treats the problem of the actual edge resolution being greater than
the neighboring edge. In this case we copy the value of the adjacent edge as many
times into the current edge as the relation between the resolutions of the two edges
(see Figure 3.7 c)).
• In the ”worst” case scenario the current edge’s resolution is x times smaller than its
neighbor’s. We solve this case by computing a current edge’s value interpolating x
values linearly on the adjacent edge. Having all textures the size of a power of 2, we
always have a full conversion of an edge in the last two steps (see Figure 3.7 b)).
In case of having to compute a bigger border, we would have to take into consideration
not only one dimension for each edge but rather two, and the computation of a border’s
texel would look like the MIP-map computation (see 2.2.1).
Computing Corners
A corner is more problematic than the borders because it has a greater valence and is
adjacent to more faces, which means that the corner texel color depends on more faces.
As we can access every texel in every face we just travel to each face adjacent to the actual
corners texel, identifying the corner texel that contributes to it, and interpolating them
linearly to achieve the final result.
3.2.4 The UV Layout of Each Face
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1.1, we have face pointers in the bucket map which are marked
as having their height resolution greater than their width resolution. Because of packing
issues already mentioned we want those faces to always have the width resolution greater
or equal than the height resolution.
Figure 3.8: Inversion of a texture
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You can see in the Figure 3.8 how this step inverts the texture data so that texel (x, y)
lands at position (y, x).
3.2.5 Packing Texture Data
In our implementation we use DirectX’s Texture 2D Arrays to pack the textures for the
GPU. These arrays permit you to store 2D textures in up to 2048 slides, having the
restriction that all textures in the array have to be of the same resolution.
Again we look at the bucket map at a specific bucket and we see that each set of textures
in each bucket can be subdivided into a maximum of 5 subsets (5 being the restricted
number of MIP-maps). All textures of a subset will have the same resolution, so we can
pack each MIP-map subset into a texture 2D array.
Next, we travel trough the bucket map generating 5 Texture 2D Arrays for each one of
them and storing them into an array of an array of Texture 2D Arrays (see Figure 3.9).
It can happen that some of the Texture 2D Arrays are empty. This can only mean that
there is no face that has a MIP-map on this level, so no face will ask for a texture, which
is fine.
Figure 3.9: Texture 2D Array structure
Note that the first texture 2D array of every bucket is always the lowest MIP-map level
having the highest resolution. All subsequent Texture 2D Arrays have always 14 less reso-
lution than the textures one level higher.
Another remark is that even though we treat all the textures as if their resolution were a
power of 2, in fact we count the border in in the texture 2D array, which increments each
dimension by the size of 2. We have to keep this in mind for future computation.
3.2.6 Packing Constant Patch Data
Some of the shaders in the rendering pipeline need additional information to compute the
correct color on the screen. For instance the pixel shader has to know where to find the
correct textures for each patch. The shading will be explained in more detail in Section
3.3, but what we have to know now is the information that the shaders need.
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One important thing to know though, is that the hull shader will provide each face/patch
with an ID which will identify the face we are treating. The range of this id goes from 0
to the number of faces that reside in each geometry subset which we computed before (see
Section 3.2.2). Note that this is not the number of faces in the particular bucket, because
there we have the MIP-map faces too, but that is why we marked those faces.
Another fact is that the PID numbering of the hull shader in one specific subset is consistent
with the order in which the faces are laid down in the Texture 2D Array or the bucket if
we would not count the MIP-map faces.
With this knowledge we compute two buffers, the PatchInfoBuffer and the TextureLoca-
tionBuffer (see Figure 3.10) :
• The size of the TextureLocationBuffer is the number of faces in the faces vector, ergo
MIP-maps included. A face and its MIP-maps will have correlative positions in this
buffer. We can note from this buffer that the order of appearance of the MIP-map
level 0 faces is the same as in the bucket they are from. Any element in this buffer
contains an integer which denotes in which Array Slice the texture is located.
• The PatchInfoBuffer’s size is the number of faces the model has. Each element of
the buffer contains a structure which details:
– The location of the MIP-map level 0 texture of the patch at the current id.
– A boolean indicating if the patch has to be drawn with inverse UV’s.
– The exponent to compute the resolution of the MIP-map level 0 texture. We
remember that all textures have a power of 2 resolution.
– Number of MIP-maps the face has.
Figure 3.10: n denotes number of faces of the model, m denotes number of textures (in-
cluding MIP-maps).
Now we have to fill this buffer with the information they need. We can do it along with the
packing of the texture data, as we need to travel the buckets to gather the information. So
while traveling through it only the MIP-map level 0 faces will update the PatchInfoBuffer
while all faces update the TextureLocationBuffer with the current Slice number the texture
is in.
Later, we can access the MIP-maps of a texture by accessing the location of the MIP-map
level 0 texture and adding it an offset depending on the MIP-map level we want.
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3.3 Rendering
With the preprocessing finished, what is left to do is to render the object on the screen.
Therefore we need to bind the PatchInfoBuffer and the TextureLocationBuffer plus the
needed texture resources to the rendering pipeline stages that will use those resources.
Then we will see how the shaders process the given information to achieve our goal. We
split the rendering process into two steps. The first step (see Section 3.3.1) details what
is to be done on the CPU side and the second (see Section 3.3.2) shows what the shaders
do on the GPU side.
3.3.1 CPU Side
As we mentioned before, our geometry is laid out in subsets which are consistent with
the buckets stored in the bucket map and consistent with Texture 2D Array ”matrix”.
For example, for the first geometry subset we have the needed textures at position (0, x),
where x are all the Texture 2D Arrays with the MIP-map textures for subset 0.
The PatchInfoBuffer and the TextureLocationBuffer contain information for all the sub-
sets, but we know that the generated patch ID by the hull shader starts at 0 again for
each geometry subset, so we have to keep a variable updated in the constant buffer which
contains an offset that tells how much original faces where treated in the previous subsets.
Figure 3.11: Render frame process
Another thing that the pixel shader has to know is which is the highest resolution MIP-
map in the current subset. This is crucial information, because in one subset there can be
original faces that do not have the highest resolution. To find those we have to store this
information in a constant buffer, so that the pixel shader can choose the correct Texture
2D Array to get the correct texture.
After this little explanation, the only thing left to do is loop through the geometry subsets
and, before each draw call, bind the 5 MIP-map Texture 2D Arrays, the patch information
buffers and the constant variables we just mentioned, to the pixel shader.
3.3.2 GPU Side
Here we detail the most important shading stages in the rendering pipeline we use to
computing the final pixel color. Before that we want to remark that we use the tessellation
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pipeline just to ”pass through” information. We just want the hull shader to create a patch
ID and the domain shader to pass the UV layout for each face (see Figure 3.12).
Figure 3.12: GPU side graphical process
Hull Shader
The patch constant function sets the inside -and edge factors to 1 (which means no tes-
sellation is required for the patches) and stores the patch ID along with its output. The
main shader program just passes the vertices information through the pipeline.
Domain Shader
The domain shader outputs the original vertices of the patch transformed according to the
Model View Projection Matrix. It also passes the UV layout given by the tessellator to the
output. Basically we have 4 vertices forming a patch, each vertex has a texture coordinate
bound to it, which range from (0, 0) to (1, 1). At this point we check if for this patch the
UV layout has to be inverted and if it does, we just swap the x and y texture coordinates.
We can access the PatchInfoBuffer for the switch UV’s boolean of the current patch with
the computed patch ID composed by the sum of the patch ID passed by the hull shader
and the constant patch ID offset.
Pixel Shader
Getting the patch ID offest variable from the constant buffer plus the patch ID which was
passed through the hull shader, we can access the PatchInfoBuffer at that index to have
the information needed to reach our goal. For further references we will call the index
”computed patch id”.
After that we get the texture offset to access the TextureLocationBuffer, which gives us the
slice number of the Texture 2D Array where the wanted texture lies. But we still need to
know from which texture array we have to get the information. We can compute that from
the difference between the current resolution of the patch (stored in the PatchInfoBuffer)
and the highest resolution of the highest MIP-map in the subset (stored in the constant
buffer).
current resolution = log2(patch resolution)
highest resolution = log2( highest resolution in subset)
chosen Texture 2D Array = (current resolution - highest resolution)/2
Now we know exactly where we can find the MIP-map level 0 texture of the current patch,
but we still need to know which MIP-map of this patch we have to choose. For that we
have to compute the level of detail, which we do in the same way as shown in Section
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2.2.1. Slightly easier because HLSL has two functions which facilitates the computation
a lot. Before we get into the details of the calculation, there is something regarding the
texture coordinates that we have to take care of first. The texture coordinates cover the
whole texture and we only want the texture without its one pixel sized border, so we get
the texture extent and scale up the texture by a factor computed with this extent.
Figure 3.13: Level of detail calculation
As we see in Figure 3.13 we compute the partial derivatives in each dimension using the
HLSL functions: ddx(x) and ddy(x) (line 1). The x is supposed to be an interpolated
parameter, for example a texture coordinate. The ddx function returns the rate of change
of its parameter across the current pixel and the adjacent one. This works, because
hardware that supports the derivative operations will always rasterize at least a 2× 2 grid
of pixels at the same time. The rest of the computation is self explanatory. We calculate
the lod by the maximum rate of change in the dimensions and safe the rest (line 4) for
later interpolating between two levels. At the end in line 5 we clamp the result between 0
and maxMip to ensure that we do not get any number that would get us wrong textures.
MaxMip is the maximum MIP-map levels this patch has and we get this value from the
PatchInfoBuffer.
Figure 3.14: Color computation process
Adding the level of detail to the previous caught texture location offset we have the correct
MIP-map level texture for the current patch, but to compute the right color we have to
linearly interpolate the sampled color at this location’s texture and at the location + 1
texture (if maxMip allows us that).
The correct color is now computed and ready to be shown on the screen. The common
lightning effects computation etc. can be done as always after the sampling.
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4.1 Introduction
As Chajdas et al. (see [CEMS10]) describe in their chapter for virtual texture mapping,
the amount of texture data used in modern applications vastly outgrows the actual GPU
memory. Not only that, todays GPU’s are increasingly used for calculations other than
just rendering. The need for a technique for reducing the amount of graphics memory
required for textures grows stronger every day. Motivated by this idea we want to expand
our real-time per-face texture rendering algorithm to a production quality level that does
not depend on this problem.
Figure 4.1: High resolution texture of a killeroo
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The GPU and CPU have different roles to play in this part. Since the GPU cannot exercise
the memory management needed to administrate the GPU-memory, this task falls on the
CPU. Hence the role of the GPU will be that of detecting which textures are missing and
notifying the CPU through requests which textures it needs. The CPU will then manage
the requests, identifying the requested textures and uploading them to the GPU memory.
Obviously the GPU memory is already out of space, thus the CPU has to throw textures
out so that the new textures can fit in. For this exchange process we have implemented
three strategies explained later in this chapter.
Figure 4.2: GPU - CPU Comunication
As we see in Figure 4.2, the current frame does not end till there are no more requests to
compute. The GPU-memory is represented by the Texture 2D Arrays we computed in the
previous chapter. In this implementation we reduce the size of each Texture 2D Array by
a percentage to simulate the GPU-memory limitation.
Looking at Figure 4.2, this process would be caught in an endless loop if the number of
visible textures is greater than the space allocated in the GPU-memory, because the CPU
would throw out textures that are needed for rendering the frame and the GPU would
request them in the next pass. It would also be very inefficient to render everything again,
since a correctly rendered face is already perfect for display.
To solve this problem we use the hull shader to discard all the patches that were rendered
correctly in the previous pass. This way only those patches will be executed which had
missing textures and no endless loop will happen, but we will describe that in more detail
in Section 4.2.2.1. We can therefore describe the rendering of a frame as the sum of render
passes needed to render a frame without any missing texture.
This approach is different from Crassin’s et al. Gigavoxel (see Section 4.2.2.1) where they
use an octree structure holding all visibility information. In Gigavoxel, if a brick (tex-
ture in our case) is not found, the pixel shader requests the missing brick, but loads a
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coarser present MIP-map level. Over the next frames the missing brick will be interpo-
lated throughout its Mip-map levels till reaching the desired level of detail, making it
visually indistinguishable for the user that several ”steps” happen before the correct image
is displayed.
Based on this approach we keep always the coarsest MIP-map level in the GPU and
limit the render passes per frame. If there is a drastic camera movement, where a lot
of faces are loaded at one time, the actual frame will not become a performance bottle-
neck, distributing the loading charge over more than one frame. Figure 4.3 shows how
the teapot changes from paited with the lowest MIP-map level to painted with the correct
interpolated MIP-map level.
Figure 4.3: a) Teapot with lowest MIP-map level. b) Teapot with correct interpolated
MIP-map level.
In this chapter we will see how we implemented this, and how we had to modify our per-
face texturing implementation to adapt it for out-of-core rendering. Also, we show the
implementation details of three cache strategies to manage the problem of having more
texture data than the size of the GPU memory. Finally, we show different implementation
improvements which we analyze further in Chapter 5.
4.2 Out-Of-Core Implementation
4.2.1 GPU-CPU Communication Resources
For implementing the memory management of the GPU memory we need to establish a
communication pipeline between the CPU and the GPU. The pixel shader requests missing
textures to the CPU and the hull shader needs to know which textures were correctly drawn
in the last pass, in order to discard them.
For handling the requests we use a new buffer (see Figure 4.4). Its size is the number of
textures (including MIP-maps), and each index refers to the known location of a texture.
Each element of the RequestBuffer is an integer indicating if the texture at the current
location is being requested, and additionally, from which subset it comes. This buffer is
written by the GPU in the form of the pixel shader and read by the CPU. We will treat
this version of the RequestBuffer as basis to our algorithm, although we already know
that the processing time of this buffer grows vastly as our mesh grows. This is a naive
implementation, but good in order to compare and and analyze further improvements. We
change the layout of this buffer in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: RequestBuffer. m: number of textures (including MIP-maps)
When we redraw our object so that the pixel shader can find the textures it previously
marked as missing, we only want to draw those faces where a texture was actually missing.
For this purpose we create another buffer (see Figure 4.5), its size the number of faces in
the mesh, but each element being an integer which denotes whether or not the face has
to be redrawn, with 1 or -1, respectively. This buffer is written by the pixel shader and
read by the hull shader and the CPU. The usage of the hull shader in this case will be
explained later in this chapter as for the CPU reading.
Figure 4.5: UsageBuffer. n: number of faces of the model
4.2.2 Rendering Process
As we did in the previous Section 3.3, we will split up this section in what the GPU and
CPU do separately. We want to remark that this process happens in one frame.
4.2.2.1 GPU Side
Only the hull shader and pixel shader are affected by the implementation of the out-of-core
rendering part, so we will only discuss them in this section. For explanation purposes we
define the several draw calls needed to draw an object (one draw call per subset) as render
pass.
Hull Shader
The hull shader has a new role to play in this new part. It has to discard those patches
which were rendered correctly in the previous render pass, so that only those missing
patches get rendered. It does so by accessing the UsageBuffer with the correctly computed
patch id and discerning by the slot element if the patch is to be drawn or not. The hull
shader can discard entire patches by setting its edge factors to 0 (see Section 2.5.3.1).
Here we have to discern between the first render pass and those which come after it. In the
first render pass the UsageBuffer is cleared to 0 and the hull shader does not discard any
patches. In the next render passes there are values in the UsageBuffer which are 1 and -1
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besides 0. The value 0 means that that face is not rendered on the screen, possibly because
it is not facing the camera, or it is occluded by other faces. If it is a 1, this patch had
requested a texture in the previous render pass and has to be rerendered. The opposite
takes place if it encounters a -1 as it it show in FIgure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Out-of-core hull shader
Pixel Shader
The pixel shader’s work is independent of the render pass, but before we go into details we
want to remark that the RequestBuffer is cleared to 0 every time before the render pass
starts. On the contrary, the UsageBuffer is cleared to 0 only once per frame.
Figure 4.7: Out-of-core pixel shader
Two things can happen when the pixel shader looks for the texture in the TextureLoca-
tionBuffer as shown in Figure 4.7. Either it encounters a value greater or equal than 0,
which means the texture is in the memory, or it encounters a -1:
• In the case of finding the texture it has to store a -1 in the UsageBuffer at the
computed patch id’s location, indicating that the current face has to be discarded in
the next render pass.
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• In the other case it has to store the subset in which it is currently in. This information
is stored in the RequestBuffer at the same location where the pixel shader went
searching for the texture. The subset is stored in a constant buffer variable which
is updated for each subset. Additionally it stores a 1 in the UsageBuffer at the
computed patch id’s location, indicating that the current face has to be redrawn in
the next render pass.
As an important side note, a pixel shader invocation will always try to access two textures
due to the LOD interpolation. Both textures will be considered for request, but if a patch
has one of them missing, the fragment will be discarded creating a hole in the current
render pass, which will be filled in the next.
4.2.2.2 CPU Side
In the middle of a rendered frame we have the render pass which, as explained before, are
all the draw calls needed to paint the object on the render target, which will finally be
shown on the screen. Before entering this render pass we have to clear the UsageBuffer
and the RequestBuffer to 0 marking the first render pass. The render pass is inside a
loop that basically says: do render passes till there are no requests from the pixel shader.
That means after the render pass and still in the loop we will collect the data from the
RequestBuffer to be processed by a cache strategy. We will see in the next section how
exactly the cache strategy works. However, we will give a short summary here (see Figure
4.8).
Figure 4.8: Out-of-core render Frame
The cache strategy extracts the requests from the RequestBuffer and the information from
the UsageBuffer, and processes them depending on the selected strategy. Then it updates
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the TextureLocationBuffer and the Texture 2D Arrays in a congruent manner, filling in
the missing data. Once finished we clear the RequestBuffer and call the render pass again.
For efficiency reasons we will only call the draw calls of the render pass which had textures
missing in that subset. After the render pass is done we will check again if there have been
requests, and do the same procedure again till there are no more requests.
The final image will be the sum of the previously computed images as we can be seen in
Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Sum of render passes
4.3 Cache Strategies
The cache strategies are implemented with polymorphism and share all class functions
except two. These two are implemented independently for each strategy. All strategies
share a request structure and a transaction structure. We call it structure because the
data is laid out like a 3D matrix as shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Request and Transaction structures
The first dimension is the subset and the second the MIP-map level where the request
comes from or transaction will take place. The third dimension is a vector with the
number of requests or transactions that are located in a specific subset and MIP-map.
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A transaction itself is a structure which defines the array slice where the requested texture
will be exchanged, and the location of that texture. A request is an integer which contains
the requested texture location.
What each strategy implements for itself is the layout of the cache simulating the Texture
2D Arrays. The internal data of the Texture 2D Arrays is mirrored into an architecture
similar to the request and transaction architecture, but the third dimension is chosen to
be adequate for each specific strategy. One of the elements in this internal data is the slice
number a texture has inside the Texture 2D Array. Another is the position of the texture
in the TextureLocationBuffer, which we call texture location offset. This one is stored so
that we can update the TextureLocationBuffer. We remark that the order of the elements
in the third dimension does not have to be consistent with the order of the textures laid
down in the Texture 2D Array, as the slice number of each element ensured its correct
position.
For example, the FIFO strategy needs a queue in the third dimension to simulate the first
in first out behavior (see Figure 4.11). Each strategy also implements their own way of
computing the transactions depending on their behavior.
Figure 4.11: Mirrored Texture 2D Array data for FIFO strategy
The process which all strategies share is:
1. Process the requests and usage, by looping through the buffers and extracting the
information needed to fill our request architecture. A request is composed by the
subset and an index. This index is the texture location, i.e. the location of the MIP-
map level 0 texture + the MIP-map level. After the looping is complete it returns
true if there had been requests, i.e. if a redraw is needed.
2. If there had been requests we proceed with the computation of the transactions,
which is different based on each strategy. The internal layout of the cache always
reflects the information stored in the Texture 2D Arrays.
3. Update the Texture 2D Array with the help of the transaction structure. All strate-
gies share this function.
In the next sections we will see how each strategy internally handles the computation of
the transactions and the expected functionality.
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4.3.1 First In First Out (FIFO)
This is one of the classic cache strategies in terms of memory management. It works as its
name indicates, the first texture to come in the cache is the first to come out if needed.
Figure 4.12: a) A request is treated. b) New cache element comes in with the slice id from
the last element and the last element is deleted. c) Transaction is created
with the necessary information
The third dimension of the internal layout of the cache is implemented with a queue to
simulate the FIFO behavior. We will only describe the case in which this internal cache
is full, since the opposite case is trivial.
Thus, for each subset and each MIP-map level we loop through the computed requests
popping the back of the queue of the cache and adding the requested texture information
at the beginning. The popped element in the queue contained the slice information of
the Texture 2D Array where the exchanged texture lies. This will be the slice id of the
new texture that comes in and we store it adjoined with the texture data information of
the texture as a transaction in the transactions architecture (see Figure 4.12 c). We also
update the TextureLocationBuffer putting a -1 on the texture location that went out of
the cache, and the current slice id in the Texture 2D Array at the location of the new
texture.
We do not expect an efficient behavior from this strategy as it throws out textures from
the memory which are needed in the current frame, but we will use it as the worst case to
compare to with the other strategies. It also does not use the UsageBuffer at all, so we
do not read it back from the GPU causing no extra overhead.
4.3.2 Least Recently Used (LRU)
This strategy exchanges a requested texture with the least recently used. GPU-CPU
communication is time-expensive and we want to keep it at a minimum. Hence we do not
want to throw out textures from the GPU-memory which will be used in the next frame.
In modern applications it happens rarely that the camera jumps from one view to another,
thus we can assure that a texture will be used for more than one frame. For this reasons
we need to know on the CPU which textures are currently being used, so we read back
the UsageBuffer from the GPU to be processed in this strategy.
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Figure 4.13: Cache preparation for the LRU algorithm
The third dimension of the internal layout of the cache is implemented with a vector. Each
element of this vector additionally stores an age variable indicating how long this texture
has not been used in the environment. We proceed in the same manner as in the FIFO
algorithm, but before looping through the requests we check which textures in the current
subset and MIP-map are not being used by the current frame. The age of those elements
are increased, while the currently used are set back to 0 (see Figure 4.13). After that we
sort the vector in ascending order and enter the loop which computes the transactions
for this MIP-map level. The textures with the highest age will be exchanged in the same
manner as in the part of the FIFO algorithm where we know which element we have to
exchange.
LRU is commonly used amongst other out-of-core techniques like in Crassin’s et al. Gi-
gavoxel (see [CNLE09]) and we expect good results from it as it exchanges textures that
are not needed in the current frame achieving an efficient behavior.
4.3.3 Predictive LRU
The thought behind this strategy is to predict future frames to have an efficiently filled
cache most of the time.
Figure 4.14: a) LRU strategy update the cache on every frame. b) Predictive LRU strategy
updates the cache every fourth frame.
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Figure 4.14 a) shows a round cylinder with 8 faces. Let us say we can see three faces of
the object at a time in each frame and that our Texture 2D Array has only space for 6
face textures. The camera moves around the object revealing one new face per frame. At
the i− th iteration the original LRU algorithm would update the Texture 2D Array every
frame with a new texture.
After a texture has been requested, the predictive LRU algorithm (Figure 4.14 b) launches
a predictive frame, rendering the scene from a future camera position depending on the
speed of the movement. Let us say in the best case this predictive frame catches the next
3 faces which are not rendered in the current frame. It would throw out 3 textures from
the Texture 2D Array which are not needed for the next 3 frames. That means it would
only request textures every four frames instead of every frame. The frame that requests a
texture has obviously more overhead, however the next frames would be rendered without
any.
To implement this idea we modify the previous LRU strategy. When the computation of
the transactions in a current frame is finished we make a predictive render pass if:
• the cache has textures not currently used,
• it is a good moment to predict a frame.
The camera of the predictive render pass will have a ”future” position depending on its
previous positions. The render pass works exactly as the normal render pass, but only
those subsets where textures were not used will be re-rendered, ergo there is free space in
the cache . We speak about rendering although in this render pass nothing is rendered
on the screen, but to an off-screen render target. Our intention is just to pre-fetch future
faces into the GPU-memory. After finishing the render pass, we call for the computing of
the requests and the transactions in the same manner as in the original LRU strategy, and
update the Texture 2D Arrays at once.
In Figure 4.15 we how a texture is predicted. On Figure 4.15 a), the camera is turning to
the left and at exactly this moments the strategy launches the prediction of future frames
finding many textures that are not in the cache and that will be requested in the future.
But there is only room for one texture in this case, because the cache is nearly full with
textures it is currently using. So it updates the cache with this one texture shown as red
quad in Figure 4.15 b).
Figure 4.15: a)Camera is moving to the left. b) Red texture was predicted in the frame
before
To lessen the overhead of having to compute this future frame, we compute it in a x-time
smaller viewport scaling up the computed LOD by x to request the correct MIP-map
textures as if we would render the predictive frame in the original viewport. The result of
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this is a lot smaller number of Pixel-Shader invocations for determining the same missing
textures.
We expect Predictive LRU to work better than the original LRU strategy in cases where
we have a constant camera movement in the scene.
4.4 Implementation Improvements
This section handles several improvements separately to better analyze and refer to them
in the next chapter. FIFO and LRU have been adapted to work with all improvements,
but Predictive LRU just works with the append buffer implementation, since we do not
consider the basic implementation with a large RequestBuffer relevant to analyze with this
strategy.
4.4.1 Z-Pre-Fill
This is a very simple improvement often used in computer games to pre-fill the depth
buffer before actually rendering the scene. As the culling of the faces is done in the
rasterizer, it happens that the pixel shader renders farther surfaces which afterwards will
be overwritten by closer ones. Having the Z-Pre-pass we avoid requesting textures that
will not be displayed leading to a significant speedup. This is also due to the fact that
entire faces will not be carried through the rendering pipeline, as they are behind other
objects or faces in the scene.
The implementation of this technique is very simple. We make a render pass with the same
geometry as before, but we only bind a Vertex, Hull and domain shader to the rendering
pipeline. We do the same rendering as before without using a pixel shader or a render
target We only bind the z-buffer.
4.4.2 Append Buffers
The main problem of the naive immplementation is that we do not know how many textures
the GPU will request, and we do not know which MIP-map levels, therefore we allocated a
large buffer for each possible mip level in the naive implementation. Of course this means
a lot of redundant data, and also bandwidth. In each frame we loop through this buffer
gathering the requests which takes time that grows rapidly the more faces an object has.
And if the strategy need usage information too, then this problem occurs twice per frame
which would slow down the computation time per-frame to a non-acceptable level.
For this reason we change the implementation using a new DirectX 11 resource, the append
buffer. The idea of this improvement is to generate a list of requests instead, so the
CPU will only read the necessary amount of data. The advantage is that each shader
could directly set a flag here, without any race conditions, to a previously known address.
Internally the append buffer resource is initially empty and has a hidden counter with the
number of elements of the buffer. Only the pixel shader can append values to the buffer
and each appended element will increase the hidden counter by 1. This implicates that
we do not have to loop through the size of the total number of textures to search for the
requests as the requests are all compacted together in the append buffer (see Figure 4.16).
Same happens with the usage.
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Figure 4.16: Data compaction in the append buffer
There is a problem that comes with using the append buffers in our implementation. A
patch, rasterized to multiple pixels, might append a requested texture several times, as
multiple pixel shaders will be invoked independently..
To solve this problem we came up with two solutions that will be described in the next
sections.
4.4.2.1 Append Buffers With Global Locks
We want to synchronize the pixel shader invocations so that it only appends one element
to the append buffers. Therefore we create an internal semaphore buffer which will only
be read and written by the pixel shader. This buffer is cleared to 0 every time before the
render pass. HLSL provides us with an interlocked compare exchange function that blocks
a resource from being read or written. This is also why we call it semaphore buffer: it acts
like a binary semaphore for each pixel shader invocation.
This new semaphore buffer is as long as the total number of textures (including MIP-
maps). If a pixel shader invocation wants to append a request or a usage information it
will query the internal buffer with the texture location as index, blocking it. For the time
being, every other pixel shader invocation has to wait until the buffer is set free again (see
Figure 4.17). If the value in the buffer is 0 the function will exchange it with another value
depending on whether it is a request or a usage. Additionally it returns if the original value
has been changed, which is currently the case. Then we would append usage or request
to the specific buffer and end. If the value in the buffer would have been anything but 0
it would return that the value has not been changed and no appending would happen.
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Figure 4.17: Green pixel shader invocation reads 0, calls to append and writes back a 1.
Blue pixel shader invocations wait till the green pixel shader invocation sets
the buffer free, then read a 1
With this improvement we just have to read back both append buffers to the CPU and
treat each element for what it is in the cache strategy. We can also prevent reading the
buffers back to the CPU, which always creates overhead, by reading the hidden counter of
the buffers first. If no texture is requested, the hidden counter is 0 and we can proceed with
the next frame directly. In the previous implementation we always had to loop through
the whole RequestBuffer even though no texture was requested.
This improvement ensures that we will have the minimum render passes per frame and
also the minimum GPU-CPU communication, which is a very noticeable speed boost to
our application. However, it comes with a negative side-effect.
The interlocked compare exchange HLSL function creates a bottleneck on each face of the
model. Pixel shader invocations are waiting for the semaphore buffer to get free which
could create serious overhead in the application. This only causes race conditions among
pixels who request the same face. E.g the worst case is when a face gets close to the camera
and fills up several pixels as there would be many pixel shader invocations competing to
access the semaphore buffer.
We solve this problem in the next section.
4.4.2.2 Append Buffers Without Global Locks
The question we have to answer here is: how do we use the append buffers without using
the interlocked compare HLSL function and without having multiple appends for the same
face? We solved this problem collecting usage and request information as we did in the
basic implementation with two large buffers. After the render pass, i.e. after our two
request and usage buffers are filled, we call a shader to process each element of the buffers
(see Figure 4.18). Since the threads of the shader execute in parallel, processing the whole
buffers creates nearly no overhead. There is a one-one assignment between shader threads
and texture MIP-map levels, so there is no conflict which would require a per-MIP-map
level lock. To be precise, there is still one global atomic when the append buffer resource
updates its hidden counter.
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Figure 4.18: Appending values without global atomics. The colors represent the different
threads.
We could implement this solution with a Compute Shader, but this would force the GPU
to change context between rendering and computing which we expect to create some
overhead. The solution for this is to create a special pixel shader simulating a Compute
Shader to do the appending.
The pixel shader will execute as many invocations of itself as pixels on the screen, so if we
bind to it a viewport large enough so that:
viewport.width ∗ viewport.height ≥ number of textures (including MIP-maps),
we make sure that we have enough ”threads” to compute the buffer.
Now the pixel shader creates a two dimensional index for accessing the pixels on the
viewport. We need to convert this 2D index into a 1D index to access the buffer correctly.
We do this with a linear function:
index = pixelPos.x + pixelPos.y ∗ viewport.width
The original RequestBuffer and UsageBuffer are bound to this pixel shader and we just
have to access them with the newly created index and read at the position if we have to
append a usage or a request to the AppendRequestBuffer or AppendUsageBuffer.
This new pixel shader is executed right after the render pass and then we proceed in the
same way as we did in the process of the previous section. Read back the hidden counter
of the append buffers and depending on if there has been requests, read back the data to
the CPU and call for the cache strategy.
This improvement ensures that we will have the minimum render passes per frame, the
minimum GPU-CPU communication and no global atomic operations which delay any
computation.
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5. Evaluation
In this chapter we are going to evaluate our implementation. We have at our disposal two
models, a teapot with 448 faces and a killeroo with 2894 faces. We can also simulate the
size of the GPU memory depending on the input data. For example we can set the GPU
memory to 14 of the total number of textures by modifying the Texture 2D Arrays.
Figure 5.1: Movement of the camera around the object
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We have tested our method from various aspects of performance, including:
• Transactions per frame: A transaction is a texture update from the CPU- to the
GPU-memory.
• Local render passes per frame: A local render pass is how many times we redraw the
object per frame.
• Frame times: It is the time in milliseconds in which a frame lasts.
These variables are very meaningful to evaluate, not only for the cache strategies, but also
for the implementation improvements. To evaluate it properly we have programmed the
camera to follow a path around the object. The camera will go around the object to the
right for 1000 frames and then go back to its original position. In this path the camera
will zoom in and zoom out. Figure 5.1 shows graphically how the view path looks like.
Notice that the camera always faces the object.
This chapter is structured in the following manner. First we evaluate the cache strategies
in Section 5.1 and then in Section 5.2 we evaluate the implementation improvements. In
this section we also try to stress the strategies by modifying the capacity of the cache.
To assess the implementation improvements we will lock one cache strategy for all the
improvements to see the difference between them. In the end we draw conclusions based
on the evaluation in Section 5.3.
5.1 Evaluation of the Cache Strategies
We have a specific setup for evaluating the cache strategies. We use the basic implementa-
tion with the big request buffer and the previously explained camera path (Figure 5.1) to
compare the strategies to each other. Both models, the teapot and the killeroo are shown
at the same time to see how the difference in number of faces affects each strategy. Note
that all the data we have collected is averaged over 10 frames, so that the plots are more
meaningful. Also that the camera animation was played at a fixed frame rate, indepen-
dently from the rendering speed. So we have a fixed number of frames for the camera path
(2000) and a variable time depending on the strategy.
Before going further, we specify now the hardware platform on which we evaluate the
implementation. The tests are executed on a Intel Core i5-2500 with 3,30 GHz. The
machine has 8GB RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 Ti with 1024MB of GPU
memory. The operating system installed is 64-bit Windows 7.
We divide this section into two parts that are identical, but for one parameter. The first
part is executed with a simulated cache size of 50% of the total number of texture mip
levels. The second part we try to stress the strategies more by reducing the cache size
to a 25%. To simulate the restricted cache we create smaller Texture 2D Arrays for the
textures.
In each part we compare the differences in GPU memory updates between our three cache
strategies first, First In First Out (FIFO), Least Recently Used (LRU) and Predictive
Least Recently Used (PLRU). Notice that PLRU launches a prediction frame every ten
frames in a 5 times smaller viewport. A GPU memory update is a transaction that uploads
one texture from the CPU to the GPU memory, throwing out one texture in the GPU.
After that, we take a look at the number of local render passes per frame. Let us mention
here in which condition a new render pass will happen. Only in the case when there are
more requests than space in the cache, a new render pass will be triggered. This is because
those requests that exceed the size of the cache will be the new requests in the next render
pass forcing it to render again till all requests are served. Next we compare the frame
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times of each strategy. Finally we have a look at the final numbers generated by each
strategy, e.g. how much time it took each one to render the whole camera path, average
frames per second etc.
If we look at Figure 5.2 or at any evaluation picture, we can see how the curves reflect
perfectly the camera movement path. Both models show how the three strategies find
a minimum point around frame 690 and frame 1250. This is where the camera zooms
in limiting the number of faces displayed on the screen, thus simulating that all textures
needed are in the GPU memory and no transactions are needed. The inverse happens
when the camera zooms out around frames 490 and 1490. The camera frustum contains
the whole model with a lot of different faces. There are more textures than it fits into the
cache so that each strategy has to make more texture updates per frame.
5.1.1 Cache restriction of 50%
GPU memory updates
Figure 5.2 shows two plots, Figure 5.2 a) are the GPU memory updates performed on
a teapot with 448 faces and Figure 5.2 b) achieves the same but on the killeroo model
with 2894 faces. The main difference between both are the maximum number of texture
transactions. This is congruent with the number of faces each model has. The teapot does
not even reach 10 transactions per frame, where the killeroo reaches 200. In our case the
size of the cache depends directly on the number of textures (including MIP-maps) of a
model. If the model has more faces, then it has more textures. Either way, both restricted
caches are restricted in the same proportion, which extrapolates to a same curve behavior.
Figure 5.2: GPU memory updates averaged over 10 frames. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
At the beginning and at the end of both plots we see that the teapot model spikes up in
transactions and that the killeroo model slowly increases or decreases the transactions till
reaching the maximum or minimum point. There is a simple explanation for this. The
killeroo is a much bigger model than the teapot and although the camera starts at the
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same point, the killeroo is farther away, thus moving the camera does not change the image
in the same ratio as it changes the teapot which is nearer.
Comparing the strategies to each other we see clearly how LRU does overall less transac-
tions than FIFO or PLRU. This is expected, since LRU takes into consideration not to
exchange textures that are currently being used. FIFO just throws out the first texture
that came in, which, based on the chart, is probably being used in the current frame
(and the next). Insomuch as for PLRU, we know that when it does a prediction frame
it uploads more textures in one single frame than the LRU. But we expected that the
following frames would have less transactions to do, since we uploaded future textures in
the prediction frame.
What could explain this unexpected result is that the estimation of the predicted frame
is too coarse to work properly. The predicted frame is done every tenth frame with a
non-linear camera extrapolation of two frames in advance. It is also rendered with a much
smaller viewport making the object much smaller and changing the level of detail. To
prevent requesting wrong MIP-map levels we multiply the calculated LOD in the shader
by the amount of reduction of the viewport. This is a big estimation process which, as we
see in the plots, requests MIP-map levels that are probably not needed in the next frames,
causing more transaction and more overhead. This could be improved in the future as this
extrapolation is a circular estimation based on the camera path.
There is a frame where we clearly see the superiority of LRU against FIFO. Till frame 1000
the camera moves to the right and at frame 1000 reverts its movement to get to the original
position. We can see this symmetry if we imagine a vertical line on frame 1000. Anyway
from this point on, LRU does progressively less transactions for 50 frames, in which FIFO
does more. It is exactly this sort of situations where LRU shows its superiority, since it
has not exchanged textures that are currently in use by the application.
Local Render Passes
Figure 5.3: Local render passes averaged over 10 frames. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
The charts in Figure 5.3 show the number of render passes that each model does per
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frame. We see that all 3 curves in both models stabilize at two render passes per frame for
most of the time. This means that the application just needed two frames to display the
correct image. In the first render pass the application draws all textures it needs and has,
requesting those missing to the CPU. Then the CPU updates the GPU memory and in
the second render pass the application finds all those previously missing textures without
having to make more requests. The little spikes we see along are the frames where three
render passes were needed, which means the number of petitions (requests) on this frame
was bigger than the cache leaving a few requests for a third frame.
We notice that around frames 690 and 1250 the number of local render passes again
decreases because of the ”zoom in” of the camera. The GPU finds in the ”zoom in” frame
all the textures it needs and does not need another render pass to display a correct image.
Again we see the superiority of LRU against FIFO in these charts, for the same reasons
explained above. LRU and PLRU have nearly the same behavior in this test, showing that
the extra transactions of PLRU do not cause extra local render passes.
Frame Times
Figure 5.4 shows us how long every frame takes for each strategy. We can see clearly on
the killeroo model chart how the curves represent the camera movement’s behavior. The
teapot model chart shows it too but not so clearly.
Figure 5.4: Frame times averaged over 10 frames in milliseconds. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
There are obvious variables that influence the duration of a frame.
• The more GPU memory updates a strategy performs, the more GPU-CPU commu-
nication it has, which is costly.
• The more render passes a strategy performs, the more times it performs GPU-CPU
communication, calls rendering pipeline etc. This is also costly.
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However, if we take a closer look at Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 we see that the curves do
not differ too much from each other. At least not so much that it would explain the big
difference in frame times of Figure 5.4.
Directly connected to this issue we see that the frame times of FIFO of the killeroo model
in comparison to the other strategies is unexpectedly better. Unexpectedly better because
FIFO did worse in both previous charts. The reason for this is that LRU and PLRU have
to compute the age of the textures in the cache. For that first they have to go through
all textures in the cache recomputing the age and then sort them to pick the oldest. LRU
also has to read back the usage buffer, which FIFO does not. This extra GPU-CPU
communication costs a lot of overhead even if it is just one time per frame. This process
is what causes PLRU and LRU to have worse frame times than FIFO. The killeroo model
with so much more faces than the teapot just makes this difference between the strategies
more evident causing LRU and PLRU to spike up high above FIFO.
To verify this explanation we captured the time that the render pass and the caching part
last individually into two charts: The render pass times and the cache times. The render
pass time is the time that the GPU needs to render the image to the render target. As soon
as for the cache time, it is the time in which the CPU reads back the request information,
processes it, and makes the texture updates to the GPU.
Figure 5.5: Cache times and render pass times of the killeroo model with LRU and FIFO
only
As you can see, Figure 5.5 supports this explanation if we look at the time performance of
FIFO and LRU. In render pass times FIFO and LRU are more or less on the same level
but if we look at the cache times we see how this is the point where FIFO takes the upper
hand. Notice at the render pass times, how the strategies reach their maximum time at
the ”zoom” in of the camera path. All other charts always display a minimum at the zoom
in and this chart shows the opposite. When the camera zooms in, more area of the object
is displayed on the screen, which directly means that the pixel shader has to execute more
invocations to cover all the pixels. More invocations results in taking more time per render
pass.
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Between PLRU and LRU we can see the effect that the number of GPU memory updates
and the local render passes have on the frame time. As we saw previously, LRU had less
memory updates and less render passes than PLRU causing LRU to perform better.
Averaged End Numbers
The next chart (Figure 5.6) shows the average data of the whole camera movement path.
Figure 5.6: Average data of the whole camera movement path of the killeroo and the teapot
As we can see these numbers reflect what we have been evaluating so far. For the teapot
model LRU is the best strategy. Faster and more efficient than FIFO and PLRU. On the
other hand, the fact of having to compute the age impacts on models with more faces
making FIFO the fastest of the three strategies. This is despite the fact that LRU does
less GPU memory transaction by far than FIFO.
PLRU has proven to be not so efficient as initially expected, being the slowest of the
strategies in both models and doing more GPU-CPU communication than LRU.
The average local render passes is below 2, which is a good result. It shows that the
strategies, most of the time, do not need to re-render the object as the textures were
efficiently updated to the GPU in the previous frames.
In the next section we stress the strategies more by limiting the cache to a 25% of its
capacity.
5.1.2 Cache restriction of 25%
GPU memory updates
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Figure 5.7 shows perfectly, how with a more restrictive cache, the strategies have to make
much more GPU memory updates in order to display a correct image.
Figure 5.7: GPU memory updates averaged over 10 frames. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
On the teapot model LRU still has the superiority over the other strategies, but something
new has happened with the killeroo model. FIFO’s and LRU’s curves are practically
overlapping throughout all frames. Now the GPU-memory is so small, that it does not
matter which texture you throw out of the memory. It will be with high probability a
texture that is currently being used. Therefore FIFO and LRU exhibit the same behavior,
although if we take a very close look, we see that LRU makes still a little less transactions
in some frames.
PLRU falls far behind in this test showing the highest numbers. This is a definite proof
that the uploaded textures from the prediction frame do not help the future frames in
finding their textures. As we just said, the cache is most of the time full with textures it
is using in the current frame. PLRU only requests textures of those subsets and MIP-map
levels, where there are textures not currently used. Therefore PLRU is loading MIP-map
levels that are not needed in the next frames, since the estimation of the predicted frame
is too coarse as we explained before.
Local Render Passes
Now with the heavy restriction on the GPU-memory we see in Figure 5.8 that the strategies
need more than averaged 2 local render passes to process the correct image.
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Figure 5.8: Local render passes averaged over 10 frames. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
Figure 5.8 a) shows with the teapot model that nearly every first render pass requests
more textures than the size of the GPU memory. As explained before this means that a
third render pass is needed to catch up with the last requests. We still see how the ”zoom
in” part of the movement reduces the number of requested textures to a point where only
two local render passes are needed. The killeroo model only exaggerates this behavior,
since it has much more faces.
Frame Times
Figure 5.9: Frame times averaged over 10 frames in milliseconds. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
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In Figure 5.9 we see again the comparison of the Frames times between our three strategies
depending on the chosen model. The 25% restriction with the teapot model now reflects
more clearly the movment of the camera as with the 50% restriction with the same model.
This is expected, since the little cache has induced such an increase in local render passes
and memory transactions, that the movement is shown more accurately.
We can see that the FIFO strategy is the fastest, followed by LRU and PLRU coming last
for both models. With the 50% restriction and the teapot model, we could not distinguish
which strategy was faster or slower. Now, since we have this increase in local render passes,
LRU and PLRU perform much more often the recomputation of the age and the read back
of the usage buffer, which leeds to a significant slow-down with both models. This is again
the reason, why FIFO computes a frame faster than LRU or PLRU.
Averaged End Numbers
Here we have the end results of the whole camera movement path (Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10: Average data of the whole camera movement path of the killero and the teapot
We see clearly how the high cache restrictions has decreased LRU’s performance to a FIFO
level GPU-memory updates. Due to the fact that it does not matter which texture the
strategy throws out of the cache, the main characteristic of the LRU falls apart. Nearly
converting it to a strategy that randomly throws out textures from the memory and on top
of that does extra computation per frame for computing an age variable that is useless.
Because of that and the problems of PLRU explained before, the PLRU strategy is the
worst strategy of the three, doing more GPU memory updates and taking more time per
frame than its predecessors.
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5.2 Evaluation of the Implementation Improvements
We have to evaluate the naive implementation, as well as two implementation improve-
ments in this section. We remember quickly which they are and what they do:
• Big Buffer: The Big Buffer implementation uses buffers that are as big as the number
of textures (including MIP-maps) for handling the GPU requests.
• Append Buffer with Global locks (AppendG): This implementation uses append
buffers for handling the GPU petitions. It uses a lock operation in the pixel shader
to coordinate the appendings on the buffers.
• Append Buffer without Global locks (AppendNG): Does the same as the previous
implementation, but calls another shader to compute the appends marked previously
in the pixel shader.
To evaluate these implementations we are interested in:
• GPU Render Time: the time that the GPU needs to render a frame.
• Cache Time: the time the CPU need to manage the requests in one frame.
Note that in a frame the render process and the caching process are called several times
per frame. We will consider all the sub-calls and sum it all together, taking the total
amount of time spent as reference. Also we test all three improvements with the LRU
cache strategy with a cache restriction of 50%.
We divide this section into two subsections. The first one tests the improvements with the
present camera movement path from the previous section analyzing the already commented
performance aspects. The second subsections treats a test, where we compare how the
implementations behave on one single frame with high workload.
5.2.1 Predefined Camera Movement Test
In this test we analyze the GPU render time per frame and the cache time per frame of
each improvement with the predefined camera movement path. We also compare the two
different models of the killeroo and the teapot. The times are given in milliseconds and
we start having a look at the GPU render times and then at the cache times.
GPU Render Time
The first thing that catches the eye when looking at this chart (see Figure 5.11) is the very
high render time of the append buffer with global locks implementation when the camera
zooms in. We already saw in Figure 5.5 that when the camera zooms in, more area of
the object covers the screen making the pixel shader execute more invocations to handle
all pixels. ”AppendG” puts a lock on every pixel shader invocation creating a bottleneck
that causes a very high GPU render time. We are talking about a maximum of nearly 3
milliseconds difference to the other implementations per frame, when the camera zooms
in.
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Figure 5.11: GPU render times per frame in milliseconds. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
The other two improvements take about the same time, which is expected, as there is no
major difference between the shaders of one implementation or the other.
The behavior of the append buffer with global locks implementation is completely unac-
ceptable, making it perform worse than the naive implementation with the big request
buffers. For this reason it makes no sense to analyze this improvement further and in this
way we will not have any curve disturbing the results from the other improvements.
Cache Time
In this test we analyze how much time the cache of each implementation takes. For this we
consider reading back the petitions in the buffers to the CPU, the request handling, and
uploading the requested textures to the GPU. Both implementations handle the uploading
of the requested textures in the same manner but differ in reading back the GPU buffers
and handling the requests. The big request buffer implementation has to read back two
buffers with the size of the number of textures (including MIP-maps) every frame. On the
other hand the ”AppendNG” improvement reads back every frame the append counter of
the append request buffer. If there have been requests it reads back the whole buffer plus
the append usage buffer.
For handling the request, the big buffer implementation has to travel through the whole
request- and usage buffer searching for the data it need. ”AppendNG” has all the data it
needs compacted in the append buffer and does not have to search for any requests.
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Figure 5.12: Cache times in milliseconds. a) Teapot, b) Killeroo.
With this information in mind we have a look at Figure 5.12, where we see in both charts
how the ”AppendNG” implementation results in an improvement. The difference with
the teapot model is not so noticeable, since it has only 448 faces and the ”AppendNG”
implementation cannot really show off. On the other hand with the killeroo chart we see
how the distance between the both is already getting bigger, even though the killeroo
model has only 2894 faces.
Note how much the ”AppendNG” implementation spikes throughout the curve (see Figure
5.12 b)). We have mentioned before that if there are no requests, the implementation just
has the hidden counter read-back as GPU-CPU communication. But in the worst case
it has to read two hidden counters and two append buffers. This worst case has more
GPU-CPU communication that the big buffers worst case, which is just two buffers.
These spikes that wee see with the killeroo test are because in those frames the AppendNG
implementation handles the worst case scenario, where it has to read back four buffers to
the CPU. The big buffer implementation does not spike as noticeably as both request
buffers are read back to the CPU at least once per frame, creating a constant overhead.
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5.2.2 Single Frame Test
In this test the big request buffer implementation and the append buffer without global
locks are involved. We perform this test on the killeroo only to see the highest difference
between the two. This test consists in collecting the cache time and the render pass time
from the computation of one single frame. This frame has a lot of workload because all
faces are missing so that both improvements have to achieve 1949 transactions to display
the correct image on the screen. Figure 5.13 shows the frame in question we are capturing.
Figure 5.13: Frame on which we are executing the test
Both implementation need 3 render passes to accomplish their goal, which means that:
• the big request buffer implementation reads back 3 times the whole request buffer
and 1 time the usage buffer.
• the append buffer without global locks implementations reads back 4 hidden coun-
ters, 2 append request buffers and 1 append usage buffer.
Knowing this we proceed with the evaluation of the the improvement with this single
frame.
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Figure 5.14: Single Frame Test
As we can see in Figure 5.14 both implementation take nearly the same GPU time to
render the model, which we have already seen in the previous test. The append buffer
implementation performs faster when looking at the cache time performance, but not as
fast as expected.
The reason for this, is that the append buffer implementation has to synchronize 7 times
with the GPU to read back the data that it needs. On the other hand the big buffer
implementation only synchronizes 4 times with the GPU creating less overhead. Despite
that the append buffer implementation without global locks is still faster because it reads
back the compacted petition data and does not have to search for the requests in a very
big request buffer.
5.3 Conclusion
In the previous chapter we have evaluated three cache strategies and three implementa-
tions. For a better understanding of the conclusion we will subdivide this chapter into two
parts. In the first part we choose the best strategy and in the second the best implemen-
tation.
Cache Strategies
We have evaluated three cache strategies: LRU, FIFO and PLRU. We expected much
better performance from PLRU but as it is now, it is not a viable strategy to use in our
implementation, although there are still aspects that can be changed in the future to make
the strategy work better. For instance the extrapolation of the camera in the prediction
frame is made for a circular camera path and the prediction frame is done each 10 frames.
These aspects can be upgraded, for example, instead of having a present frame number
where we do the prediction, we could make the movement speed dependent to adjust the
number of predictions to an optimum.
The question lies between FIFO and LRU. Although LRU performs better in GPU memory
transactions and local render passes, FIFO executes faster in render times. We did not
expect that the computation of the age would make that much of a difference and it comes
as a big surprise to us that this strategy is actually faster than LRU. Nevertheless, we
choose LRU as the best strategy here, since we could upgrade the visibility checking using
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octrees and raytracing as in Gigavoxel (see 2.4.2), making LRU perform faster than it is
currently doing.
Implementations
We have measured three implementations: big request buffer, append buffer with global
locks and the append buffer without global locks implementation. We already knew that
the global locks implementation would be slower than the one without global locks, but
that it is even worse than the big buffer implementation came as a surprise. The fact that
this implementation creates a bottle-neck on each Pixel Shader invocation makes this very
slow and useless for our purposes.
On the other hand the implementation without global locks is a real improvement to our
big buffer setup, although we expected that the difference would be much greater than
just a few milliseconds per frame. Reading back anything from the GPU requires the
GPU to synchronize with the CPU creating some serious overhead. This is an issue that
should be addressed in the future, exchanging the append buffer for something that does
not need so much GPU-CPU communication for just one buffer. A good solution would
be to recollect the requests with a compute shader doing stream compaction to compact
all the data together on a single buffer avoiding having to use the append buffers.
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In this thesis we presented a method to achieve real-time per-face texturing with an out-
of-core technique that allows the model textures to be bigger than the size of the GPU-
memory. The filtering method used throughout this thesis is a simple bilinear filtering
easily exchangeable by a better technique to accomplish better image quality. The tex-
turing method is compatible with hardware tessellation and the per-patch texturing is a
natural fit to high-quality subdivision surface rendering.
The out-of-core part of this thesis updates textures correctly to the GPU, trying to have
the minimum amount of CPU-GPU communication and exchanging textures in an efficient
manner. Therefore we evaluated which caching strategy would perform better for handling
the memory management. Although we discovered that FIFO worked surprisingly well,
we decided that LRU is the best strategy based on its efficient behavior. Evaluating the
implementation itself we saw that the append buffer setup without global locks achieved
better results. This was expected. We also realized that GPU-CPU synchronization creates
more serious overhead than we assumed.
While working on the thesis we had several ideas on future improvements. One that we
mentioned already is to extend the filtering to high-quality to make it competitive in the
cinematic production branch. However there were other future work related ideas that we
wanted to describe in this last chapter.
For example, using Texture 2D arrays for packing the texture data together might not be
the best solution. First of all, Texture 2D Arrays have a limit of 2048 on the texture slices
they can hold. Another problem is that having a Texture 2D Array for each MIP-map
level makes each of them behave like an individual cache. This leads to a non efficient
packing problem where we could have free space on one MIP-map level and absolutely no
free space on another.
Instead of using the Texture 2D arrays, we could use a 2D texture packing strategy in
the same way Matthaus et al. use it in [CEMS10]. It would not be difficult to integrate
this improvement to this thesis, since only the texture mapping and the face lookup buffer
would need to be reworked.
Regarding the CPU-GPU communication, we have seen that reading back the hidden
counters in the append buffer implementations creates a more serious overhead than we
expected. We have also seen from the naive implementation that the amount of data we
read back is not that big of an overhead. We could improve that by reading the hidden
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counter only once per frame and taking this value as limit for the next frames as we can
say for sure that the number of requests are always fewer in the next render pass. This
would be a good improvement, as we have discovered that CPU-GPU synchronization is
very expensive in comparison to the latency of the memory access.
Last but not least, the PLRU strategy predicts a frame in a constant frequency and the
camera extrapolation is calculated linearly. The forecast should depend on an external
variable like the animation speed. In this example we would not predict a frame if the
animation is not changing too much, which is preferable. A non-linear extrapolation would
be also much more precise.
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